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INTRODUCTION
An issue on incorporating the software reliability of
digital instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in nuclear
power plant (NPP) probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
emerged during the licensing process revealed the
importance of the reliability quantification of the safetycritical software used in NPP safety applications [1]. Since
the software failure induces the common cause failure
(CCF) of processor modules in NPP digital I&C system, the
risk effect of software failure on the system unavailability
and plant-level risk is significant [2]. Therefore, the
quantification of software reliability plays a very important
role in ensuring the safety of NPP, and the verification of a
very low software failure probability is crucial regarding the
PRA of digitalized NPP.
In response, the quantitative software reliability
methods such as software reliability growth model (SRGM)
[3], Bayesian belief network (BBN) model [4, 5], and testbased method [6-9] have been proposed that was adopted in
the nuclear field. However, it has been generally known that
SRGMs which is one of the most mature techniques for
software reliability assessment cannot be applied to safetycritical software [3]. This is mainly because of the lack of
software failure sets in NPP safety-critical applications and
its high sensitivity in estimating the number of faults to
time-to-failure data. The BBN methods have also been
extensively applied to estimate the software reliability of the
NPP safety systems. However, the limitations of the BBN
model include developing a credible BBN model that
requires identification of a complete and independent set of
software attributes, and the qualification of experts to
estimate model parameters and qualitative evidence.
The test-based approach is an another method which
employs standard statistical methods to the results of
software testing to assess the software reliability [10] and is
mainly divided into two categories: 1) the black-box testing
method [6, 7], and 2) the white-box testing method [8, 9].
The black-box testing method takes random samples from
its input space in the form of trajectory-input, determines if
the outputs are correct, and uses the results for statistical
analyses to estimate the software reliability. However, since
the black-box testing is conducted without the knowledge
on the program’s internal logic or structure, the limitations

of black-box testing include the limited coverage and the
completeness of the test cases [11]. On the other hand, the
white-box testing method has the advantage in taking into
consideration the internal structures of the software. The
tests are performed to ensure that certain parts of the
software are tested correctly with proper coverage.
However, since the white-box testing methods intend to test
all possible inputs and states of the software, the number of
tests that must be carried out for the exhaustive testing is
often very large [9]. Therefore, an efficient and effective
framework for the testing the safety-critical software used in
NPP digital I&C systems must be developed in order to
prove the correctness of the software and further quantify
the software reliability based on the test result.
The objective of this study is to develop a simulationbased test-bed for the white-box testing of the NPP safetycritical software. The test-bed is developed by emulating the
microprocessor architecture of the safety-critical
programmable logic controller (PLC) used in NPP digital
I&C system and capturing its behavior at each machine
instruction line. The effectiveness of the proposed software
testing framework is demonstrated with the trip logic
software of a fully digitalized reactor protection system
(IDiPS-RPS), developed under the Korea Nuclear
Instrumentation & Control Systems (KNICS) project [12].
METHODS
In this section, the test-bed development process is
described. The microprocessor architecture and operation
mechanism of the safety grade PLC where the safety-critical
software is implemented are emulated in the test-bed.
Target System
The IDiPS-RPS is a digitalized reactor protection
system developed in the KNICS project for newly
constructed NPPs, as well as for upgrading existing analog
based RPS [12]. It has the same function as an analog-based
RPS to automatically generate a reactor trip signal and
engineered safety features actuation signals whenever
demand comes. IDiPS-RPS is composed of four redundant
channels where each channel consists of various processors
such as bistable processors (BPs), coincidence processors
(CPs) [13]. The BP determines the reactor trip state by
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comparing the process variables measured from the plant
sensors with the predefined pre-trip or trip set-points and CP
generates a hardware-actuating trip signal by voting logic.
For the IDiPS-RPS application, the safety-graded PLC
platform (POSAFE-Q) is used [14]. The POSAFE-Q
consists of various modules such as a processor module,
communication module, and I/O module. The processor
module consists of a TI C32 DSP CPU and various types of
memories such as flash memory and SRAM. The
application programs of the IDiPS-RPS such as BP trip
logic and CP voting logic is downloaded in the memory
embedded within the processor module. The application
software is developed using the function block diagram and
ladder diagram (FBD/LD) programming. In the
implementation, the FBD/LD programs are compiled to
machine instruction which are loaded to PLC memory area
and executed by the PLC microprocessor [15]. An overview
of the IDiPS-RPS software structure is shown in Fig. 1.
Development of the Safety-critical Software Test-bed
The fundamental characteristic of PLC operation is
their cyclic operation mode. Especially, each iteration of the
cyclic operation of PLC, called a scan cycle, consists of
several operation stages that are sequentially repeated. After
checking its own status, the equipment copies all the
physical input values into its memory. Then the output of
the software is updated based on the embedded software
logics. These operations are repeated at a fixed interval of
time, called a scan time.
In this study, a simulation-based test-bed was
developed which simulates the behavior of the safetycritical software for various states of input/internal variable
and validate the output of the software. The test-bed was
developed in C environment where the PLC microprocessor
architecture including the CPU register, memory of a
POSAFE-Q is emulated and the execution characteristics
(e.g. CPU register, memory access sequence) of the BP trip
logic is captured at each machine instruction line. It is

Fig. 1. The structure of IDiPS-RPS safety-critical software.

notable that the proposed test-bed framework can be applied
to other safety grade PLC and safety-critical software for
software testing.
The main part of the test-bed is the Architecture module
which emulates the components of the PLC microprocessor
consist of CPU register files such as 40-bit extended
registers, 32-bit auxiliary registers and other registers and
the memory units that is accessible to the CPU which
contains the total memory space of 16Mbyte 32-bit words
[16]. The second module of the test-bed is the Assembler
module where the syntax of each PLC microprocessor
instruction set which contains its specific opcode, the
addressing mode, and operands are modeled. The third
module of the test-bed is the Emulation module where the
operands of the instruction set from the register files are
read and its specific operation are performed. The Interface
module provides an interface between the modules. For
example, the decoded instruction set from the Assembler
module to the Emulation module is transferred to conduct its
operation and the operation result from the Emulation
module is updated to the CPU contexts emulated in the
Architecture module. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the
developed test-bed.
CASE STUDY
As a case study, the proposed software testing
framework using the developed simulation-based test-bed
was applied to an example safety-critical software program
of IDiPS-RPS. The test procedure and results for the target
software are also described.
Target Safety-critical Software
In the IDiPS-RPS, the function of each processor is
implemented as a software logic in the PLC memory map.
For example, 19 trip logic modules are defined in the BP
software module and the process variable of each module is
compared against its predefined threshold values to generate
the trip signal [17]. Among 19 trip logics, the pressurizerlow pressure (PZR_PR_LO) trip logic which has a variable
trip set-point and operator bypass function was chosen as a
case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
software test method. The PZR_PR_LO trip logic is one of
the most complicated logics among BP trip logics which

Fig. 2. An overview of the developed simulation-based testbed for safety-critical software testing.
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includes various functions such as operator bypass, reset
delay timer and the set-point reset by operator. Fig. 3 shows
the operation logic of the PZR_LO_PR trip.

Fig. 4. Software testing procedure using developed software
test-bed with test cases.

Fig. 3 An overview of the BP PZR_PR_LO trip logic [17].
Test Procedure of Target Software
In this study, the software test cases for PZR_PR_LO
trip logic was developed by deriving the possible states of
software input and internal variables. The test inputs for the
NPP safety-critical applications are the inputs which cause
the activation of protective action such as a reactor trip
signal generation. Since a digital I&C system in NPP reads
the inputs from instrumentation sensors as discrete digital
values using an ADC, the profile of software input variable
that generates the trip signal were developed in
consideration of the characteristics of digital components as
well as the plant thermo-hydraulic properties. For example,
the profile of the process variable which is the pressurizer
pressure for PZR_PR_LO trip logic is obtained from plant
thermo-hydraulic simulation. As a representative pressure
transient accident, a large loss of coolant accident is selected
for the trip demand condition. The plant model of APR1400 was used for estimating the plant responses using the
MARS code [18], which was developed in KAERI for a
thermo-hydraulic analysis of a NPP. For software internal
variable, its profile was developed based on the possible
range of each internal variable that generates the trip signal
by inspecting the software internal logic.
Based on the obtained profile of each input and internal
variable, the test cases were generated as a combination of
possible states of each variable that generate the trip signal
output by the software as true. In result, a total of
705,892,684 test cases were derived and used as an input to
the developed software test-bed to verify whether the output
variable updated by the BP trip logic software in the
memory area matches with the expected output. Fig. 4
illustrates the procedure of software testing using the
simulation-based software test-bed with the test cases.

Test Result of Target Software
The BP trip logic software consists of 32,566 lines of
machine instruction lines and 98,755 lines were executed in
average for a single test case. Among the executed
instruction sets, LDIU (load integer unconditionally) and
LDI (load integer) machine instructions were executed most
frequently, 44,731 and 14,666 times, respectively. It was
observed that 50.32% and 8.9% of the total execution time
were spent by the LDIU and LDI instructions where the
internal CPU clock used per instruction were 303 and 163
clocks in the developed software test-bed, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows a part of test results of the PZR_PR_LO
trip logic software. The output variable of the BP trip logic
software is TRIP_R_a variable which is sent to CP as a trip
signal for the voting logic. The TRIP_R_a variable is
packed with trip signal output of various trip logics. As
shown in Fig. 5, the test result showed that the state of the
TRIP_R_a variable after program execution is set to 0x20
which indicates that the 5th bit of the trip signal
(PZR_PR_LO trip signal) is set to 0x1 meaning that the
software generated correct output for given test case. All the
705,892,684 test cases derived in the case study generated
the trip signal for PZR_PR_LO trip logic and the test was
conducted in 76.04 hours using sixteen 3.60 GHz logical
processors (6.205 ms per test case, in average).

Fig. 5. An example of the test result for BP PZR_PR_LO
trip logic software.
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CONCLUSION
In this study, the software test method utilizing
simulation-based software test-bed was proposed. The testbed for software white-box testing was developed
considering the characteristics of machine language used by
the safety-critical PLC and the CPU architecture of the PLC
microprocessor. As an application of the proposed software
test method, a IDiPS-RPS BP software logic used in the trip
signal generation of was tested based on the machine code
and the test cases developed for the BP trip logic software.
An important characteristic of the proposed software test
approach is that the test sets can be quantitatively derived to
achieve exhaustive testing of the safety-critical software. In
addition, it can effectively reduce the software testing time
per test case by emulating the software behavior given the
software input and internal states in machine language level
compared to the black-box testing which uses trajectory
inputs for software testing. Therefore, the proposed software
test method can be used to support the software reliability
quantification of NPP safety-critical I&C applications and
further ensure the safety of the software-based digital
systems.
Although the proposed framework focuses on verifying
the software logic to be error-free when demand comes,
other causes of software errors should be investigated in
consideration of its running environment. For example,
while the application software can be tested to be error-free
using the proposed framework in this study, the software
will not generate the safety signal if the operating system
kernel does not properly call the application software.
Furthermore, the external causes of potential software errors
such as wrong input by the operator’s mistake or the noise
from the sensors or the signal transmission path also need to
be considered to completely model the software failure.
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